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Abstract—As the Internet of Things is gaining more traction in
the market, people are becoming more comfortable with having
their daily equipment connected to the internet, fewer are taking
the security aspect seriously. By attempting an attack on the
Telia Sense, an IoT device connected to a car, it is shown
how an attacker could try to compromise this type of system
and how developers and engineers in the field can test their
devices. Information from the device was obtained, including
debug information and program code. Telia Sense was found to
be a well secured device with a lot of thought and consideration
given towards cyber security, therefore a successful attack was
not able to be performed. However, the methods and procedures
described in this paper are still valid and does aid in securing a
device.

I. I NTRODUCTION
smart devices are at high demand, Internet of Things
(IoT), is one of the most popular buzzwords in the tech
industry and with the launch of 5G approaching, IoT devices
will only become more common. These new types of devices
bring a promise of a better-connected future, with benefits
never before possible. Ericsson estimates that 5G internet will
hit the market in 2020 [1], but already there is a big market for
IoT-devices. However, with an ever-growing market of smart,
connected devices comes the question of cyber security. How
safe are these devices? And is it possible to compromise an
IoT device remotely to obtain user data or to gain control over
the device?
In this paper, we aim to illustrate how the security of IoT
devices can be examined and tested for by attempting to
compromise a specific IoT system. This device promises to
“Enhance your car”. It is marketed for older cars, and aims to
bring smart functionality to cars which previously had none.
The device can provide the user with information about the car,
such as: current position through GPS, driving data and even
car service information. All of which can be viewed at any
time by the user via a mobile application. However, connecting
the cars internal network to the internet can pose a big problem
if it were to be compromised. The car manufacturers had a
mindset that you had to be physically connected to the car
to manipulate it. It was not designed to be accessed via these
kinds of devices. This results in the internal car network being
quite exposed [2].
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II. BACKGROUND
A. The Smart Citys Cybersecurity
In this project, one aspect of the Smart City’s Security is in
focus, Cybersecurity. The market is pushing more and more
connected devices in to our everyday life, smart- locks, lights
and cars are only a few examples. With the constant expanding
market, only limited by the imagination of developers. We
as a society have built an infrastructure dependent on a

stable internet connection and electricity. There are a lot of
interesting topics and discussion to be made about this, in this
paper, the focus is at IoT-devices, designed as a complement
to older equipment and how they interact and handles safety
in the smart city. One of these devices is Telia Sense.
B. Telia Sense
The Telia Sense is a device developed by ZTE as the
VM6200S and marketed by Telia in Sweden, see figure 1.
The same platform is sold in the USA and marketed by TMobile, an American mobile carrier, as the SyncUP DRIVE
[3]. It is described as a way to modernize your car. The
device is interesting since it connects directly to the cars
internal network via the On-Board Diagnostics (OBD) port,
and through its internet connection it is potentially accessible
from the entire world. The device is part of a payed service
with a bundled mobile data plan and mobile application. The
device is marketed to the average consumer wanting more
information about their car and also to gain 4G internet
connection within the car. Possible tools to breach or secure
this device could give a valuable lesson for future development
of similar IoT products.

Fig. 1. The ZTE VM6200S, Telia Sense [4].

In order to attack, and or test the device for safety issues, the
attack vantage point needs to be established. In the industry, it
is common to categorize this vantage point into two categories,
white box- and black box perspective.
C. White box Perspective
If the target device is known to the attacker i.e. the attacker
has access to the source code, schematics, encryption keys, etc.
This is known as a “White box perspective”. This is typically
the perspective a security tester at the manufacturer would
have. By knowing everything about the device, the security
of it can be very easily tested, and potential entry points in
the software can be quickly spotted and taken care of. In
addition, there are also multiple tools developed around white
box security testing which can display potential security flaws
and their likelihood of being exploited.

